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MOTION OF THE DOWNRIVER/DETROIT CHAPTER OF THE A. PHILIP  
RANDOLPH INSTITUTE FOR LEAVE TO FILE AMICUS CURIAE BRIEF 

 

The Downriver/Detroit Chapter of the A. Philip Randolph Institute (“DAPRI”) respectfully 

moves for immediate and expedited consideration for leave to file an amicus curiae brief. In 

support of this motion, DAPRI states as follows: 

1. DAPRI is the local chapter of the national 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization the A. Philip 

Randolph Institute. The A. Philip Randolph Institute, founded in 1965 by A. Philip Randolph and 

Bayard Rustin, is the senior constituency group of the AFL-CIO. DAPRI is a membership 

organization, and its mission is to fight for human equality and economic justice and to seek 

structural changes through the American democratic process. DAPRI’s members are involved in 

election protection, voter registration, get-out-the-vote activities, political and community 

education, legislative action, and labor support activities in the Detroit and Downriver areas of 

Michigan. Much of DAPRI’s work specifically targets voters who are disabled and voters who 

speak Spanish or Arabic as their first language. 

2. For years, DAPRI has encouraged and recruited its members to serve as poll watchers and 

election inspectors, which it views as part of advancing its pro-democracy mission. The Secretary 

of State’s 2022 Manual at issue in this matter protects DAPRI’s members who serve in these roles 

by ensuring against chaos at polling locations and absent voter counting boards. For example, 

DAPRI’s poll watchers are trained to report on challenger-initiated voter intimidation. By setting 

forth clear and specific instructions for challengers, the 2022 Manual mitigates the risk of such 

intimidation and, in turn, protects DAPRI’s members and constituents, who are often targets of 

harassment due to their marginalized status. Moreover, the 2022 Manual serves to delineate the 

differences between challengers and other election personnel, which allows DAPRI’s poll 

watchers and election inspectors to perform their roles without interference and confusion. 
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3. As set forth in the attached proposed amicus curiae brief, if the Court of Claims’ order 

requiring significant alterations of the 2022 Manual is not stayed and ultimately reversed, DAPRI’s 

members and voter constituents will face additional challenges on Election Day, and they will be 

less able to fulfill their mission of ensuring a smooth election. 

4. DAPRI respectfully asks the Court to grant leave to file an amicus curiae brief addressing 

these important issues and accept the attached proposed amicus curiae brief (attached as Exhibit 

A). 

5. Pursuant to Local Rule 2.119(A)(2), on October 23, 2022, undersigned counsel sought 

concurrence in the relief sought in this motion from Plaintiffs-Appellees and Defendants-

Appellants. By way of emails dated October 23, 2022, counsel for State Appellants and counsel 

for DeVisser Appellees stated that they do not oppose this motion. Counsel for O’Halloran 

Appellees, however, stated that they do oppose this motion, making this filing necessary. 

WHEREFORE, DAPRI respectfully requests that the Court grant its request to participate 

as amicus curiae in this case and accept the attached proposed brief for filing. 

 

Dated this 24th day of October, 2022. 
Respectfully submitted, 

       s/ Sarah S. Prescott 
Sarah S. Prescott (P70510) 
Attorney for Proposed Amicus Curiae 
105 E. Main Street 
Northville, MI 48167 
(248) 679-8711 
 
 
Abha Khanna* 
ELIAS LAW GROUP LLP 
1700 Seventh Avenue, Suite 2100 
Seattle, Washington 98101 
Telephone: (206) 656-0177 
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Facsimile: (206) 656-0180 
akhanna@elias.law 
 
Jyoti Jasrasaria* 
Julie Zuckerbrod* 
ELIAS LAW GROUP LLP 
10 G Street NE, Suite 600 
Washington, D.C. 20002 
Phone: (202) 968-4490 
Facsimile: (202) 968-4498 
jjasrasaria@elias.law 
jzuckerbrod@elias.law 
 
  
*Pro hac vice motion forthcoming 
 
 

 

 

 

PROOF OF SERVICE  

Sarah S. Prescott certifies that on the 24th day of October, 2022, she served a copy of the 

above document in this matter on all counsel of record and parties in pro per via MiFILE.  

s/ Sarah S. Prescott    
             Sarah S. Prescott  
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DOWNRIVER/DETROIT CHAPTER OF THE A. PHILIP RANDOLPH INSTITUTE’S 
[PROPOSED] AMICUS BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF APPELLANTS’ MOTION TO STAY1 

 
 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

The November 2020 election in Michigan revealed the risks that election challengers can 

pose to election administration. Disruption, confusion, and chaos erupted at polling places and 

absent voter counting boards (“AVCBs”) after emboldened partisan election challengers lodged 

hundreds of baseless objections and flouted rules concerning cell phone use and COVID-19 safety. 

This behavior intimidated voters, distracted election inspectors from counting ballots and helping 

voters, and led to unwarranted distrust in the election process. In the wake of this “crisis,”2 the 

Secretary of State issued The Appointment, Rights, and Duties of Election Challengers and Poll 

Watchers (the “2022 Manual”). The 2022 Manual is not a novel invention on the Secretary’s part—

it simply provides clarity and specific direction where the Michigan Election Law allows, just as 

its predecessor manuals have done for at least two decades. Appellees, however, purport to be 

newly affronted by the Manual and—months after it was issued—sued to strike it down.  

The Court of Claims ignored the facts and misapplied the law to grant Appellees’ requested 

relief in its Opinion and Order of October 20, 2022 (“Opinion”). The Opinion not only curbed the 

Secretary of State’s constitutional and statutory authority to issue instructions for the orderly 

conduct of elections but also ordered that State Appellants substantially alter the 2022 Manual 

 
1 This brief was authored by Elias Law Group LLP and the undersigned. Priorities USA is funding 
the preparation and submission of this brief. No party made a monetary contribution for the 
preparation or submission of this brief. See MCR 7.212(H)(3). 
2 Ex. 1, The Senate Oversight Committee’s Report on the November 2020 Election in Michigan 
(“Committee Report”) at 13. 
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with just eighteen days remaining before a statewide general election. As State Appellants’ motion 

makes clear, a stay is necessary both to ensure the smooth operation of the imminent election and 

to allow sufficient time to brief the important questions that this case presents. Proposed Amicus 

Curiae the Downriver/Detroit Chapter of the A. Philip Randolph Institute (“DAPRI”) writes 

separately to underscore that if this Court does not stay—and ultimately reverse—the Court of 

Claims’ Opinion, DAPRI, its members, and its constituents will face significant harm.  

DAPRI is the local chapter of the national 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization the A. Philip 

Randolph Institute. The A. Philip Randolph Institute, founded in 1965 by A. Philip Randolph and 

Bayard Rustin, is the senior constituency group of the AFL-CIO. Ex. 2, Affidavit of Andrea Hunter 

(“Hunter Aff.”) ¶ 4.3 DAPRI is a membership organization, and its mission is to fight for human 

equality and economic justice and to seek structural changes through the American democratic 

process. Id. ¶¶ 4, 5. DAPRI’s members are involved in election protection, voter registration, get-

out-the-vote activities, political and community education, legislative action, and labor support 

activities in the Detroit and Downriver areas of Michigan. Id. ¶ 6. Much of DAPRI’s work 

specifically centers on voters who are disabled and voters who speak Spanish or Arabic as their 

first language. Id. ¶ 7. 

For years, DAPRI has encouraged and recruited its members to serve as poll watchers and 

election inspectors, which it views as part of advancing its pro-democracy mission. Id. ¶ 8. The 

2022 Manual protects DAPRI’s members who serve in these roles by ensuring against chaos at 

polling locations and AVCBs. For example, DAPRI’s poll watchers are trained to report on 

challenger-initiated voter intimidation. Id. ¶ 10. By setting forth clear and specific instructions for 

challengers, the 2022 Manual mitigates the risk of such intimidation and, in turn, protects DAPRI’s 

 
3 Signed declaration attached; notarized affidavit forthcoming. 
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members and constituents, who are often targets of harassment due to their marginalized status. 

Id. ¶ 11. Moreover, the 2022 Manual serves to delineate the differences between challengers and 

other election personnel, which allows DAPRI’s poll watchers and election inspectors to perform 

their roles without interference and confusion. Id. ¶ 26. 

If the Court of Claims’ Opinion requiring significant alterations of the 2022 Manual is not 

stayed and ultimately reversed, DAPRI’s members and voter constituents will face additional 

challenges on Election Day, and it will be much more difficult for DAPRI to fulfill its mission of 

promoting democracy by ensuring a smooth election. 

II.  BACKGROUND 

A. The 2022 Manual 

The days surrounding the November 2020 general election in Michigan were marked with 

confusion and chaos. Throughout the state, election officials at polling places and AVCBs received 

unsubstantiated complaints of fraud that disrupted election activities and threatened public 

confidence in the outcome of the election. See Committee Report. During an investigation into 

these issues, the Senate Committee on Oversight received testimony about election training for 

volunteers and workers and how that training, or lack thereof, impacted the events at polling places. 

Id. at 8. Among this testimony were reports of hazing, rudeness, bigotry, racism, and other 

offensive behavior at the polls, as well as significant confusion about the management of 

credentialed election challengers. Id. at 12. The environment at one large AVCB, the then-TCF 

Center in Detroit, “became intolerable,” and election officials had difficulty doing their jobs due 

to “increasing confusion and distrust.” Id. at 13. Many of DAPRI’s members who served as poll 

watchers and election inspectors were present at the TCF Center AVCB and experienced the chaos 

first-hand. See Hunter Aff. ¶ 22; Ex. 3, Affidavit of Doriscine Wesley (“Wesley Aff.”) ¶¶ 6-15.  
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The Committee on Oversight concluded that “one thing is perfectly clear: the rights and 

duties of poll watchers and challengers must be better understood and reinforced in their respective 

training. . . . This is an area in need of much reform and greater clarification in election law.” 

Committee Report at 13. The Committee also recommended updating the guidelines for 

challengers, including protocols and standards of conduct to minimize disruption. Id. at 14. 

Additionally, the Committee urged that “[o]fficials need a clear chain of command in place for 

making decisions and being accountable.” Id. 

Responding to the call for greater clarification on these issues, the Secretary of State 

exercised her constitutional and statutory authority to “issue instructions . . . for the conduct of 

elections,” “advise and direct local election officials as to the proper methods of conducting 

elections,” and “[p]ublish and furnish . . . a manual of instructions that includes specific 

instructions . . . for processing challenges.” MCL 168.31(a)-(c). The result was an update to an 

existing manual, titled The Appointment, Rights, and Duties of Election Challengers and Poll 

Workers (“the 2022 Manual”).  

The issuance of the 2022 Manual was nothing out of the ordinary. It followed a decades-

long practice of Secretaries of State in Michigan publishing manuals and instructions for the 

orderly conduct of elections. Toward that end, the 2022 Manual provides much-needed clarity 

about the rights and duties of election challengers and poll watchers, instructs election inspectors 

to create a clear chain of command, and reinforces the standards of conduct to which election 

challengers are held. The 2022 Manual is not only squarely within the Secretary’s statutory 

authority, it responds directly to the Senate Committee on Oversight’s calls for more clarity and 

instructions following the chaos that erupted during the last general election in Michigan. 
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B. Procedural History 

On September 29, 2022, Appellees Phillip M. O’Halloran, Braden Giacobazzi, Robert 

Cushman, Penny Crider, and Kenneth Crider (“the O’Halloran Appellees”) filed a complaint 

against Secretary of State Benson and Director Brater. They alleged a violation of MCL 168.733, 

contending that the 2022 Manual violates the rights of election challengers. They also alleged a 

violation of the Administrative Procedures Act (APA) of 1969, 1969 PA 306, MCL 24.201 et seq., 

contending that several so-called “policy changes” included in the 2022 Manual constituted “rules” 

that were not promulgated as required by the APA. The O’Halloran Appellees sought emergency 

declaratory and injunctive relief, focusing on the provisions of the guidance concerning the 

ejection of challengers who refuse to follow the instructions of election inspectors, the designated 

challenger liaison, the number of challengers in AVCBs, and the use of recording devices in 

polling places, clerk’s offices, and AVCBs. They demanded that the 2022 Manual be rescinded 

and amended in specific ways. On October 13, 2022, the O’Halloran Appellees filed an amended 

complaint that sought to cure the signature and verification deficiency of their original complaint. 

On September 30, 2022, Appellees Richard DeVisser, the Michigan Republican Party 

(MRP), and the Republican National Committee (RNC) (“the DeVisser Appellees”) filed a verified 

complaint against Secretary Benson and Director Brater. They alleged that the 2022 Manual was 

“directly inconsistent” with the Michigan Election Law and constituted “rules” that were not 

promulgated as required by the APA. The DeVisser Appellees focused on the provisions in the 

2022 Manual concerning the challenger credential form provided by the Secretary of State, the 

appointment of challengers at any time “until Election Day,” the designated challenger liaison, the 

prohibition on electronic devices in AVCBs, and the instruction that election inspectors need not 

record repeated challenges with no basis in the pollbook. They requested the Court of Claims to 
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declare the 2022 Manual as inconsistent with the Michigan Election Law and order the reissuance 

of the previous October 2020 Manual. 

The Court of Claims consolidated the two cases on October 3, 2022 and ordered State 

Appellants to show cause why the relief requested in the complaints should not be granted. On 

October 11, 2022, State Appellants answered the order to show cause and moved for summary 

disposition. On October 14, 2022, DAPRI filed its motion to intervene or, in the alternative, to 

participate as Amicus Curiae, along with proposed Answers, a proposed motion for summary 

disposition, and an accompanying brief. DAPRI was ultimately granted amicus curiae status.  

On October 20, 2022, the Court of Claims issued its Opinion and Order. The Opinion 

declined to invalidate the 2022 Manual in its entirety but granted Appellees’ requested relief with 

respect to all five provisions outlined in the DeVisser Appellees’ complaint. Specifically, the court 

held that (1) the Secretary cannot require that all challengers use her credentialing form, Opinion 

at 15; (2) the 2022 Manual should be updated to clarify that the appointment and credentialing of 

election challengers can continue through Election Day;4 (3) the 2022 Manual must be revised to 

allow challengers to bring an issue to the attention of any election inspector, not just a challenger 

liaison, id. at 17; (4) the Secretary may not prohibit the possession of electronic devices in AVCB 

facilities, id. at 17-22; and (5) the 2022 Manual must be revised to clarify that challenges to a 

person’s voting rights must be recorded, even if an election inspector believes there is an 

insufficient basis, allowing the Secretary discretion only regarding a system of recordkeeping for 

 
4 Although the Opinion ordered State Appellants to revise the 2022 Manual to clarify that entities 
can appoint and credential challengers on Election Day itself, id. at 15-16, State Appellants have 
acknowledged that the language “until Election Day” does not prohibit the credentialing of 
challengers on Election Day and do not address this issue in their Motion for Stay. State 
Appellants’ Motion for Stay (“State Motion”), Ex. 2 at 22. Therefore, Proposed Amicus does not 
address this part of the Court of Claims’ Opinion. See MCR 7.212(H)(2) (“The brief is limited to 
the issues raised by the parties.”). 
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non-voting rights challenges, id. at 24. Furthermore, the Opinion ordered that the 2022 Manual 

must be revised to make clear that only if a challenger’s repeated, unfounded challenges rise to the 

level of “disorderly conduct” does the law permit the challenger’s expulsion. Id. at 25. 

Within a day of the Court of Claims issuing its order, State Appellants filed a claim of 

appeal to this Court. They then filed a motion for a stay pending appeal, in support of which DAPRI 

now writes.  

III. LEGAL STANDARD 

The factors relevant to the decision whether to grant a stay pending appeal are as follows: 

(1) whether the moving party is likely to prevail on the merits; (2) whether the movant will suffer 

irreparable harm if the stay is denied; (3) whether the non-moving party will suffer irreparable 

harm if the stay is granted; and (4) whether the grant or denial of a stay would harm the public 

interest. Detroit Fire Fighters Ass’n IAFF Local 344 v Detroit, 482 Mich 18, 34; 753 NW2d 579 

(2008). 

IV.  ARGUMENT 

This Court should grant State Appellants’ Motion for Stay Pending Appeal. State 

Appellants are likely to prevail on the merits, and DAPRI, State Appellants, and the public 

generally will suffer irreparable harm if the stay is denied. Appellees, by contrast, have identified 

no harm that will result from a stay. 

A. State Appellants are likely to prevail on the merits.  

State Appellants satisfy the first factor in favor of granting a stay pending appeal. The Court 

of Claims erred by concluding that Appellees’ claims are not barred by laches and that the 

Secretary exceeded her authority to issue the instructions at issue in the 2022 Manual. Contrary to 

the Court of Claims’ conclusions, the Secretary has broad authority to issue instructions, and 

nothing in the 2022 Manual conflicts with the Michigan Election Law.  
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1. Appellees’ claims are barred by laches.  

It is well settled that a plaintiff must exercise “reasonable diligence” in seeking relief from 

the courts. See, e.g., Henderson v Connolly’s Est, 294 Mich 1, 19; 292 NW 543, 550 (1940). The 

doctrine of laches may bar a plaintiff’s action (or request for relief) when the plaintiff has failed to 

exercise due diligence, resulting in prejudice to the defendant. Gallagher v Keefe, 232 Mich App 

363, 369; 591 NW2d 297, 300 (1998).  The doctrine is particularly applicable in election matters. 

See New Democratic Coal v Austin, 41 Mich App 343, 356-357 (1972); Purcell v Gonzalez, 549 

US 1, 5-6 (2006) (per curiam); Crookston v Johnson, 841 F3d 396, 398 (CA 6, 2016). 

The Court of Claims erred by concluding that Appellees acted with due diligence in 

bringing their claims. See Opinion at 26. As State Appellants explain, there is no dispute that the 

Michigan RNC staff had knowledge of the 2022 Manual as of May. State Motion at 5. And the 

O’Halloran Appellees, by their admission, knew of the updated instructions as early as July 2022. 

State Motion at 6. Despite this knowledge, Appellees failed to raise their grievances with the 

changes to the challenger instructions for the rest of the summer. Appellees assert that they 

experienced the practical effects of the instructions during the August 2 primary, but they still 

waited nearly two months to file their complaints. As State Appellants note, Appellees are 

sophisticated parties who cannot be excused for waiting to file this lawsuit until six weeks before 

the general election. See State Motion at 5-6. 

The Court of Claims’ analysis of the issue of prejudice is also flawed. According to the 

Court of Claims, Appellees’ delay could not cause any prejudice to State Appellants because it is 

“merely instructive” and does not create any new mandatory requirements. Opinion at 26. This 

reasoning ignores that, regardless of whether the instructions are binding, the court-ordered 

injunction mandates the Secretary to amend the 2022 Manual just weeks before the general 
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election. As described in section IV.B.2, infra, State Appellants have already trained clerks and 

election officials on the 2022 Manual. Revising the 2022 Manual at this late point in the election 

cycle does not provide the Bureau of Elections with enough time to disseminate the information 

and re-train clerks and election inspectors. Doing so would stretch the Bureau’s limits beyond its 

capacity and force it to divert resources away from preparing polling locations for a smooth 

election. 

2. The Secretary is a constitutional officer and has broad statutory authority to 
issue instructions and publish manuals. 

The Court of Claims erred by narrowly construing the Secretary of State’s authority to 

issue instructions without promulgating rules. The Secretary of State is a constitutional officer. 

Const 1963, art 5, § 3. As chief election officer of the state, the Secretary is broadly responsible 

for administering elections in Michigan. MCL 168.21. This responsibility includes issuing election 

administration instructions, directing local election officials on the proper methods of conducting 

elections, and promulgating rules pursuant to the APA for the conduct of elections. Id. § 

168.31(1)(a)-(c). The Michigan Election Law mandates that the Secretary “shall” publish a manual 

that includes “forms for processing challenges” and “[p]rescribe and require uniform forms” as 

she “considers advisable.”  Id. § 168.31(1)(c), (e). These provisions are the basis for the Secretary’s 

authority to issue and update election instructions without promulgating rules under the APA. As 

the Court of Claims recognized, “the Secretary’s responsibility for issuing instructions is distinct 

from the authority to promulgate rules[.]” Opinion at 11.   

The Court of Claims’ Opinion suggests that the Secretary’s authority to issue instructions 

is limited to repeating precisely what is written in the election law statutes. This interpretation is 

inconsistent with the decades-long practice, exercised by numerous different Secretaries of State, 

of issuing and publishing manuals that detail proper election procedures. It also strips all meaning 
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and utility from the Michigan Election Law’s explicit requirement that the Secretary issue such 

instructions and manuals. After all, why would the statutory language authorize the Secretary to 

provide instructive guidelines if she has no authority to stray from the statutory language in doing 

so? The Opinion also impermissibly curbs the Secretary’s statutory and constitutional authority by 

requiring that her instructions must simply parrot the Michigan Election Law. That interpretation 

has no basis in law. 

3. None of the instructions in the 2022 Manual violates the Michigan Election Law. 

The 2022 Manual largely involves clarifying language and formatting changes to improve 

readability. Provisions that Appellees claim are new “policy changes” are consistent with the 

Michigan Election Law, and the Court of Claims’ conclusions to the contrary are legal error. 

a. The Secretary acted in accordance with the Michigan Election Law 
when she prescribed and required a uniform credential form.  

The Michigan Election Law provides that the Secretary “shall” publish a manual that 

includes “forms for processing challenges” and “[p]rescribe and require uniform forms” as she 

“considers advisable.” MCL 168.31(1)(c), (e). The Court of Claims failed to consider these 

provisions when assessing the Secretary’s authority to require a uniform credential form. Instead, 

the Court of Claims reasoned that MCL 168.732 establishes the exclusive criteria for challenger 

credentials and precludes the Secretary from requiring those criteria to appear on a uniform form. 

See Opinion at 15. This Court of Claims’ incomplete analysis of the full scope of the Secretary’s 

statutory authority under MCL 168.31(c), (e) is plain and reversible error.   

b. The 2022 Manual provision concerning the challenger liaison 
interprets, explains, and streamlines the process of making a 
challenge and does not conflict with the Michigan Election Law.  

The 2022 Manual clarifies the process of raising a challenge and identifies a point of 

contact for challengers so that issues can be resolved correctly and consistently, while ensuring 
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that election inspectors can continue to assist voters and tabulate ballots. The Court of Claims 

concluded that the Michigan Election Law does not authorize the Secretary to designate a 

“challenger liaison” and the 2022 Manual “restricts a challenger’s ability to bring certain issues to 

any inspector’s attention.” Opinion at 17. However, the Michigan Election Law provides that a 

challenger may bring certain issues “to an election inspector’s attention,” which does not guarantee 

a challenger’s right to bring objections to any and all inspectors at any time. MCL 168.733(1)(e) 

(emphasis added). 

As State Appellants explain, the Secretary has broad authority under MCL 168.31(1)(c) 

and 168.765a(13) to issue instructions on the specific topics of processing challenges and 

conducting AVCBs. State Motion at 14-19. Establishing a chain of command and point of contact 

for challengers to raise objections falls squarely within this authority. 

c. The 2022 Manual’s restrictions on electronic devices in AVCB and 
polling places merely reinforces the long-standing prohibition on the 
use of electronic devices.   

The Michigan Election Law is clear and consistent that challengers may not disclose 

information on the processing or tallying of votes until polls are closed. MCL 168.765a(9)-(10), 

id. § 168.931(1)(h). Consistent with this prohibition, the 2022 Manual clarifies that electronic 

devices are not permitted inside an AVCBs until the close of polls on Election Day.  

The Court of Claims concluded that the 2022 Manual’s prohibition on the possession of 

electronic devices must be promulgated as a rule through public notice-and-comment rulemaking 

because the Michigan Election Law does not specifically preclude a challenger from possessing 

an electronic device in an AVCB facility. See Opinion at 17-19. But the Legislature has broadly 

prohibited communicating information related to the processing or tallying of votes “in any way” 

while inside an AVCB, MCL 168.765a(9), and expressly required the Secretary to “develop 
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instructions consistent with this act for the conduct of [AVCBs],” id. § 168.765a(13). To this end, 

the Secretary has consistently prohibited the use of phones, laptops, tablets, or other electronic 

devices in an AVCB—both in previous versions of the manual and in the 2022 Manual. To further 

protect voters’ privacy, the 2022 Manual clarifies that these devices are prohibited from AVCBs 

because it would be impossible for election officials to monitor what challengers may be texting 

or emailing from their electronic devices. See State Motion, Ex. 2 at 26. The Secretary’s guidance 

protects the privacy of voters, deters possible voter intimidation, curbs disruption and chaos at the 

polls, and is well within the Secretary’s authority to issue instructions for AVCBs and polling 

places. See MCL 168.765a(13). 

d. The 2022 Manual’s guidance around the recording of impermissible 
challenges is consistent with the Michigan Election Law’s prohibition 
on indiscriminate challenges. 

While the Legislature requires election inspectors to record any challenges to a voter’s 

registration status, MCL 168.727(2)(b)-(c), there are only four legal bases for challenging a voter’s 

eligibility: the voter is not registered, the voter is less than 18 years old, the voter is not a U.S. 

citizen, or the voter has not lived in the city or township in which they are offering to vote for at 

least 30 days. See State Motion at 26 (citing Const 1963, art 2, § 1; MCL 168.10; MCL 168.492). 

And under MCL 168.727(3), a challenger cannot “challenge indiscriminately and without good 

cause.”  

The 2022 Manual requires “permissible” challenges to a voter’s eligibility to be recorded 

even if the challenge is rejected. The Manual further clarifies that a challenge “made on improper 

grounds,” i.e., “impermissible challenges,” need not be recorded. The latter category includes 

challenges to something other than a voter’s eligibility, a challenge made without a sufficient basis, 

or a challenge made for a prohibited reason. 
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The Court of Claims concluded that the labels “permissible” and “impermissible” conflict 

with the Michigan Election Law, which does not include this language. Opinion at 23-24. But as 

State Appellants explain, these terms are used for the convenience of training election inspectors 

and, rather than creating new categories external to the Michigan Election Law, simply refer to 

challenges that the law permits and those it does not. State Motion at 26. Additionally, the Court 

of Claims concluded that instructing election officials not to record “impermissible challenges” 

conflicts with the Legislature’s requirement that they record challenges to a person’s voting rights. 

Opinion at 23-24. As State Appellants further explain, however, the 2022 Manual simply clarifies 

that election inspectors are not required to record and process a potentially unlimited number of 

indiscriminate challenges that have no legal basis. Requiring them to do so would fly in the face 

of the Legislature’s explicit mandate that challengers “shall not interfere with or unduly delay the 

work of the election inspectors” or “intimidate an elector while the elector is . . . applying to vote.” 

MCL 168.727(3); 733(3). 

B. DAPRI, the public, and State Appellants will suffer irreparable harm if the stay is 
denied, whereas Appellees have identified no harm. 

1. Denying the stay will harm DAPRI and the public interest. 

Allowing the Court of Claims’ Opinion mandating several significant revisions of the 2022 

Manual to take effect just two weeks before the election—after months of recruitment, training, 

and preparation in reliance on the 2022 Manual—would require the impossible task of re-training 

all poll watchers and election inspectors, which include DAPRI’s members and other civically-

engaged members of the public. Denying the stay poses particular harms to DAPRI, its members 

and constituents, and the public at large.  
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a. DAPRI will be harmed as an organization. 

DAPRI will be harmed as an organization because (1) it will expend time and resources re-

training its poll watchers, (2) it will need to recruit new poll watchers to protect against increased 

challenger misbehavior and to account for attrition due to re-training needs, and (3) rewriting the 

manual within fifteen days of the election will frustrate DAPRI’s pro-democracy mission due to 

the substance of the changes and the confusion that last-minute changes will cause, both of which 

will disproportionately harm DAPRI’s constituents, who are overwhelmingly marginalized voters. 

DAPRI has relied on the 2022 Manual to train its poll watchers. Hunter Aff. ¶ 16. The 

organization recruits poll watchers all year and has been conducting trainings in reliance on the 

2022 Manual for months. Id. ¶¶ 12, 16. The training for poll watchers constitutes an eight-hour 

course and covers a range of election law and election administration issues, including voter 

registration requirements, accessibility requirements, the role of challengers, limits on challengers’ 

activities, a list of polling places, and tips to help voters with language barriers. Id. ¶ 13. During 

the training, members receive printed-out copies of rules, scenarios, and phone numbers for issue-

specific resources. Id. ¶ 14. Members also take notes on common issues. Id. ¶ 15. Even if the 

Bureau of Elections is able to release a revised version of the 2022 Manual to the satisfaction of 

the Court of Claims and Appellees at the end of the week—an unrealistic timeline given the lack 

of clarity in the Opinion and Appellees’ desired remedies—it would be near-impossible for DAPRI 

and its partner organizations to re-train all of its poll watchers on the revised provisions and provide 

updated guidance on resources to resolve issues before the election. Id. ¶¶ 28, 29. 

Moreover, although the Court of Claims believes the Bureau of Elections simply needs to 

update a digital document on its website, that understanding does not reflect reality. DAPRI’s poll 

watchers receive paper copies of information during their training sessions. Id. ¶¶ 14, 15. Unless 

the stay is granted, DAPRI will be responsible for downloading and printing a revised Manual and 
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reaching out to every single member it has trained as a poll watcher to share the updated provisions 

and ensure its members’ understanding. Id. ¶ 28. DAPRI is unlikely to be able to re-train every 

single poll watcher, and it will have to reallocate resources from other crucial programs, including 

get-out-the-vote efforts, voter education initiatives, and other political and community education 

campaigns. Id. ¶¶ 29, 31. Denying the stay and forcing DAPRI to attempt to re-train all its poll 

watchers will be a significant drain on resources. 

Relatedly, DAPRI also expects to spend time recruiting new poll watchers if the Court of 

Claims’ Opinion is not stayed. Id. ¶ 30. This is because it expects the revised Manual to embolden 

challengers to misbehave, which will both require more poll watchers and discourage some 

previously confirmed poll watchers from serving. Id. Other poll watchers may also decline to 

serve, simply because they will be unable to attend a re-training on the revised Manual. Id. 

Furthermore, denial of the stay will frustrate DAPRI’s pro-democracy mission. DAPRI is 

dedicated to recruiting and training poll watchers to protect voters from harassment and 

intimidation. Id. ¶¶ 8, 10. DAPRI has a significant interest in ensuring that its members who work 

as poll watchers can effectively protect the communities they represent at the polls, who are 

primarily voters of color, immigrants, and other marginalized citizens. Id. ¶¶ 9, 11. In the aftermath 

of the chaos and disruptions at polling places and AVCBs during the 2020 election, one of 

DAPRI’s poll watchers’ key objectives is to protect voters from challenger-initiated voter 

intimidation—something that the 2022 Manual operates to curb. See id. ¶¶ 20, 25. DAPRI has a 

strong interest in ensuring that their poll watchers do not have to experience the pandemonium of 

the 2020 election at polling locations and AVCBs, including aggressive, baseless, or blanket 

challenges; screaming and banging on doors; and chanting of “Stop the count.” Id. Changes to the 

2022 Manual within fifteen days of the election will also create substantial uncertainty, confusion, 
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and inconsistency, which will further undermine DAPRI’s goal of ensuring a smooth election in 

which all eligible voters feel safe and comfortable participating. 

b. DAPRI’s members who serve as poll watchers and election 
inspectors will be harmed. 

DAPRI’s members who serve as poll watchers and election inspectors will be harmed due 

to the burdens of re-training and the risks of harm they will face while performing their Election 

Day duties. 

The burdens of re-training are particularly great in the immediate run-up to Election Day. 

Many of DAPRI’s poll watchers work full-time jobs and will not have Election Day off. Id. ¶ 18. 

Many also have childcare and elder care responsibilities. Id. ¶ 17. Attending yet another training 

so close to the election when they are already taking off work and volunteering their time to help 

on Election Day is not a small ask. Id. ¶ 19. Like DAPRI’s poll watchers, DAPRI’s member 

election inspectors have already undergone training at this point before the election, and most of 

the election inspector training sessions have concluded. See Wesley Aff.  ¶¶ 20, 25. And both 

DAPRI’s poll watchers and election inspectors receive paper copies of materials during their 

trainings. Id. ¶ 29; Hunter Aff. ¶ 14. Indeed, election inspectors were provided printed handouts 

of the rules and instructions, including information and clarifications regarding challengers. See 

Wesley Aff. ¶ 19. For example, the Michigan Election Law and prior Manual were not clear about 

how challengers should raise issues at the polls, and polling places and AVCBs sometimes 

designated team leaders as the point of contact for challengers. See id. ¶ 22. The 2022 Manual 

provided much-needed clarity on the challenger liaison role, and clerks and election inspectors 

have since planned in reliance on that instruction. See id. ¶¶ 23-24. Denying the stay and mandating 

the revision of the 2022 Manual just two weeks before the election would increase chaos and 

confusion for everyone at the polls and AVCBs, including DAPRI’s members.  
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Furthermore, DAPRI’s poll watchers agreed to serve this year with the expectation that the 

2022 Manual will protect them as they complete their duties. Hunter Aff. ¶ 25. Many of the poll 

watchers that DAPRI recruits and trains are elderly and have lived through racial terror. See id. ¶¶ 

9, 11. And some of DAPRI’s members who served as poll watchers at the TCF Center AVCB in 

2020 were intimidated by aggressive challengers—including challengers who spat in people’s 

faces when they became embroiled, which is particularly dangerous for DAPRI’s more elderly 

members—and expressed concerns about their safety while carrying out their roles. Id. ¶¶ 22, 23. 

In the aftermath of the intimidation in polling places and AVCBs in 2020, some of DAPRI’s poll 

watchers specifically asked if they could phone bank voters in get-out-the-vote efforts instead of 

serving as poll watchers. Id. ¶ 24. In the August 2022 primary elections, the 2022 Manual enabled 

DAPRI’s members to carry out their duties as poll watchers without disruption from unauthorized 

or untrained challengers. Id. ¶ 27. Denying the stay would subject DAPRI members to the chaos 

and disruption of 2020 that erupted due to the ambiguous instructions that emboldened challengers 

beyond their rights and duties. See Committee Report; Wesley Aff. ¶¶ 6-15. 

Likewise, many of DAPRI’s members who signed up to serve as election inspectors 

believed that the 2022 Manual would protect them as they fulfill their duties at polling places and 

AVCBs. See generally id. DAPRI, which encourages its members to serve as election inspectors, 

believes that revising the Manual to embolden challengers would put its member election 

inspectors at risk of the harassment, chaos, and confusion caused by challengers in 2020. See 

Hunter Aff. ¶¶ 25, 26. 

c. Other similarly situated organizations and individuals will face 
the same harms as DAPRI and its members. 

DAPRI works with several other civic engagement organizations who similarly recruit and 

train poll watchers and election inspectors, and there are countless other civically-engaged citizens 
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across Michigan who answer the call to serve in election administration and monitoring roles. See 

id. ¶ 12. The harm that DAPRI and its members will experience if the decision is not stayed is not 

limited to just them; other organizations and members of the public will be similarly harmed.  

2. State Appellants will suffer irreparable harm if the stay is denied. 

Election Day is now just fifteen days away. The Bureau of Elections issued the 2022 

Manual in May 2022 and spent the better part of the year disseminating the instructions, training 

election officials and election inspectors, and working with challenger credentialing and poll 

watcher groups to make sure they were aware and understood the instructions. Over the course of 

the next two weeks, the Bureau of Elections has countless other responsibilities, including 

preparing facilities like polling locations and AVCBs, preparing election officials and election 

inspectors to run polling locations and count absentee ballots, address reports of voter intimidation, 

and many other election administration duties. Denying the stay means that the Bureau of Elections 

must spend valuable time revising the Manual—not only to the satisfaction of the Court of Claims 

but also to the satisfaction of Appellees. If the revised provisions of the Manual are not satisfactory 

to Appellees—who asked the Court to add and rewrite entire sections of the Manual—they may 

very well continue to file suit in attempts to enjoin the use of the Manual, which would only 

introduce further uncertainty and chaos at this point in the election cycle. State Motion at 30–31. 

Typically, the Bureau of Elections not only makes the Manual available online but also 

publishes, prints, and distributes thousands of copies of the Manual statewide for in-person 

trainings and for Election Day itself. Revising the Manual just two weeks before the election—

and again, it is unclear at what point Appellees and the Court of Claims will be satisfied enough 

to allow the Bureau to finalize the Manual—simply does not provide the Bureau with enough time 

to disseminate the information and re-train clerks, election inspectors, and organizations that 
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credential challengers and poll watchers. State Motion at 8–9. This eleventh-hour attempt to update 

the Manual and train and re-train people will create inconsistencies in understanding and cause 

significant confusion among clerks and election inspectors, as well as challengers and poll 

watchers. State Motion at 30–31. Confusion and inconsistencies in understanding are detrimental 

to the very core of State Appellants’ constitutional and statutory duty, which is to ensure smooth, 

orderly election administration.  

3. Appellees will suffer no harm if the stay is granted. 

As State Appellants explain, Appellees have not identified how the instructions in the 2022 

Manual will harm them. See State Motion at 32-33. In fact, many of the instructions they now take 

issue with are consistent with the prior version of the Manual, which was issued in 2020 and in 

place for the 2020 general election.  

For example, the prior Manual, too, prohibited challengers from using electronic devices 

in AVCBs, as the Opinion acknowledged. Ex. 4, The Appointment, Rights, and Duties of Election 

Challengers and Poll Watchers 2020 (“Prior Manual”) at 3; Opinion at 17. Moreover, Appellees 

have not explained how the prohibition on possessing electronic devices impairs their ability to 

exercise their rights as challengers any more than the bar on their use. 

The “challenger liaison” instruction is also similar to the approach taken in the prior 

Manual and, if anything, provides challengers greater flexibility. The prior Manual directed 

challengers to raise objections with the precinct chairperson, at which point the chairperson could 

designate an election inspector to supervise the specific challenge. Prior Manual at 8. The 2022 

Manual allows challengers to bring objections directly to a designated challenger liaison, who is 

trained with knowledge necessary to respond to their issues. Appellees have not explained how 

this harms them. 
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Appellees have also failed to explain how using a publicly available credentialing form 

harms them. Nor have Appellees identified any harm they will suffer if election inspectors are not 

required to record an unlimited number of baseless challenges. Appellees’ apparent preference for 

different instructions does not amount to actual injury, let alone irreparable harm. 

V.  CONCLUSION 

For the reasons stated, DAPRI respectfully submits that this Court should grant State 

Appellants’ motion to stay.  
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STATE OF MICHIGAN  
IN THE COURT OF APPEALS 

 
PHILIP M. O’HALLORAN, M.D., BRADEN 
GIACOBAZZI, ROBERT CUSHMAN, 
PENNY CRIDER, and KENNETH CRIDER, 

 

Plaintiffs-Appellees, 

v. 

 

JOCELYN BENSON, in her official capacity as 
the duly elected Secretary of State, and 
JONATHAN BRATER, in his official capacity 
as DIRECTOR OF ELECTIONS, 

 

Defendants-Appellants. 

 

RICHARD DEVISSER, MICHIGAN 
REPUBLICAN PARTY, and REPUBLICAN 
NATIONAL COMMITTEE, 

 

Plaintiffs-Appellees, 

v. 

 

JOCELYN BENSON, in her official capacity as 
the duly elected Secretary of State, and 
JONATHAN BRATER, in his official capacity 
as DIRECTOR OF ELECTIONS, 

 

Defendants-Appellants. 
 

 

Court of Appeals No. 363505 
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RULING THAT A PROVISION 
OF THE CONSTITUTION, A 
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REGULATION, OR OTHER 
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ACTION IS INVALID. 
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DECLARATION OF ANDREA A. HUNTER  

 
I, Andrea A. Hunter, hereby declare as follows: 
 

1. I am at least 18 years of age and have personal knowledge of the below facts, which 

are true and accurate to the best of my knowledge and belief. 

2. I am currently President of the A. Philip Randolph Institute’s Detroit/Downriver 

Chapter, as well as President of United Steelworkers Local 1299. 

3. I have also served as a poll watcher in every election since 2008. I plan to serve as 

a poll watcher in the November 2022 election.  

4. The A. Philip Randolph Institute (“APRI”) is the senior constituency group of the 

AFL-CIO. APRI was founded in 1965 by A. Philip Randolph and Bayard Rustin to fight for human 

equality and economic justice and to seek structural changes through the American democratic 

process. The Detroit/Downriver Chapter of APRI (“DAPRI”) serves the Downriver and Detroit 

areas of Michigan. 

5. DAPRI formed in June 2012 and now has 78 members, the majority of whom are 

people of color, who typically meet on a monthly basis. 

6. DAPRI members are involved in election protection, voter registration, political 

and community education, legislative action, and labor support activities. Voting rights are central 

to our efforts, and protecting them is the only way to ensure that people have an opportunity to 

have a say in their governments and communities. 

7. We specifically work with voters who are disabled and voters who speak Spanish 

and Arabic as their first language.  

8. For years, DAPRI has encouraged and recruited its members to serve as poll 

watchers and election inspectors, which it views as part of advancing its pro-democracy mission.  
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9. DAPRI’s poll watchers are primarily people of color. 

10. One of the things that DAPRI’s poll watchers are trained to report on is challenger-

initiated voter intimidation.  

11. DAPRI’s members and constituents are often targets of harassment due to their 

marginalized status.  

12. DAPRI recruits poll watchers year-round and partners with other civic engagement 

organizations to train poll watchers. 

13. The poll watching training course takes eight hours and covers a range of election 

law and election administration issues, including voter registration requirements, accessibility 

requirements, the role of challengers, limits on challengers’ activities, a list of polling places, and 

tips to help voters with language barriers. 

14. During the poll watching course, members receive printed handouts that include 

rules, scenarios, and phone numbers and other resources that they can reach out to for specific 

issues.  

15. Members keep and use these handouts to carry out their roles. They also take notes 

during the training on common issues. 

16. DAPRI and the partner organizations with whom it works on training poll watchers 

have had access to the 2022 Manual since it was posted in May 2022 and have relied on the 

contents of the 2022 Manual in conducting their trainings. 

17. Many of DAPRI’s poll watchers work full-time and have childcare and elder care 

responsibilities.  

18. Many of DAPRI’s poll watchers do not work union jobs and must take personal 

time to volunteer as a poll watcher on Election Day.  
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19. Scheduling additional time for another training only a week or two before the 

election would be very difficult for DAPRI and for its poll watchers. 

20. During the November 2020 election, before the 2022 Manual was in place, 

DAPRI’s members witnessed significant chaos and disruption at polling places and absent voter 

counting boards, much of which was caused by credentialed challengers. 

21. Challengers’ misbehavior on Election Day made our members’ jobs more difficult 

because it required our poll watchers and election inspectors to intervene and escalate issues of 

challenger-initiated intimidation and harassment, much of which was targeted at DAPRI’s 

constituents from marginalized communities. 

22. Many of our poll watchers and election inspectors who served at the TCF Center 

absentee voter counting board (AVCB) were intimidated by aggressive challengers. Some of these 

challengers made countless challenges without basis, interrupted election inspectors who were in 

the middle of counting ballots instead of approaching the designated inspector, and spat in the 

faces of those who tried in intervene.  

23. Many of our poll watchers and election inspectors, in particular the elderly ones, 

expressed concerns about their safety while carrying out their roles.  

24. Safety concerns from their experiences in 2020 led some members to ask to phone 

bank instead of serving as poll watchers or election inspectors in 2022.  

25. DAPRI is committed to ensuring the safety of its poll watchers and election 

inspectors and believes that the 2022 Manual helps to prevent a repeat of the disruption and chaos 

caused by challengers during the 2020 election.  

26. Moreover, the 2022 Manual serves to delineate the differences between challengers 

and other election personnel, which allows DAPRI’s poll watchers and election inspectors to 
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perform their roles without interference and confusion. 

27. In the August 2022 primary elections, the 2022 Manual enabled DAPRI’s members 

to carry out their duties without disruption from unauthorized or untrained challengers. 

28. If the Manual were revised within fifteen days of the election, DAPRI would need 

to print and distribute the revised Manual to all poll watchers. It would also need to reach out to 

every single member it has trained as a poll watcher to share the updated provisions and ensure 

understanding. 

29. DAPRI and its partners are unlikely to be able to re-train every single poll watcher 

in time for the election. 

30. DAPRI may also need to recruit new poll watchers to account for (a) the need for 

more poll watchers due to the increased risk of challenger misbehavior, (b) poll watchers dropping 

out because they are worried about harassment from challengers, and/or (c) poll watchers who are 

unable to complete a new training due to other responsibilities. 

31. If the Manual were revised within fifteen days of the election, DAPRI would also 

need to reallocate resources from other crucial programs, including get-out-the-vote efforts, voter 

education initiatives, and other political and community education campaigns, in order to dedicate 

resources to re-training and recruiting poll watchers. 

 

I declare under the penalties of perjury that this declaration has been examined by me and that its 

contents are true to the best of my information, knowledge, and belief. 

 
 
 
                                                                                          
Andrea A. Hunter       Date 
Detroit/Downriver APRI President  

����������
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AFFIDAVIT OF DORISCINE WESLEY  
 

I, Doriscine Wesley, having been duly sworn according to law, do hereby depose and state as 

follows: 

1. I am at least 18 years of age and have personal knowledge of the below facts, which 

are true and accurate to the best of my knowledge and belief. 

2. I am currently a member of the A. Philip Randolph Institute’s Detroit/Downriver 

Chapter (“DAPRI”).  

3. I have been a member of DAPRI since the chapter was founded in 2012 and have 

been heavily involved with DAPRI’s voter education, voter registration, and other pro-democracy 

projects for the last ten years. 

4. I have been fighting to protect the right to vote for the last fifty years, and I am 

deeply involved with DAPRI’s work because the organization and its members do grassroots work 

to protect democracy.  

5. DAPRI encourages members to serve their community by registering, educating, 

and mobilizing voters and serving as poll watchers and election inspectors. 

6. I served as an election inspector for the November 2020 election and counted 

absentee ballots at the TCF Center absent voter counting board (“AVCB”).  

7. I witnessed significant chaos and disruptions at the ACVB caused by credentialed 

challengers.  

8. For example, I saw challengers standing over the shoulders of election inspectors 

who were counting absentee ballots, even after they were expressly told to watch from monitors 

in the room that provided them with a full view of the counting process. Many challengers walked 

up to inspectors and lodged baseless objections as election inspectors properly processed and 
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counted ballots. I had to intervene and tell the challengers to step back. 

9. I also saw three challengers become very belligerent and accuse election inspectors 

of wrongdoing when the challengers just didn’t understand the process. They rallied a large group 

of people to stand over the election inspectors, making them nervous. I again had to intervene.  

10. Counting military ballots is a bi-partisan, multi-step process with several checks 

and balances. Many of the challengers simply did not understand the process and would object and 

accuse election inspectors of wrongdoing. When asked for the basis of their objections, they were 

not able to provide one because they did not understand the process.  

11. I also saw challengers take out their cell phones to take pictures and videos of 

activity at the AVCB, even though they were told multiple times that they could not record.  

12. I found the challengers’ refusal to follow rules, lodging of baseless challenges, and 

loud, disorderly behavior to be very distracting and disruptive to my responsibilities as an election 

inspector. 

13. Other election inspectors shared with me that they were scared and intimidated 

because of the challengers’ behavior.  

14. At one point, there was a crowd of challengers outside the counting room who were 

not let in because we had reached capacity. When the crowd began banging on the glass windows 

and screaming, an election inspector became terrified for her life and was worried the challengers 

would break the glass and swarm the room. I had to calm her down so we could complete our 

duties.  

15. Due in part to distractions caused by the challengers throughout the day, some 

election inspectors, myself included, remained at the AVCB and counted ballots until midnight.  

16. For the November 2022 election, I plan to serve as a poll watcher in the morning 
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and then as an election inspector in the afternoon and evening.  

17. I was notified of election inspector training sessions at the beginning of September. 

18. Election inspectors are generally trained at least three to four weeks before Election 

Day. I completed my election inspector training on October 17. 

19. Election inspectors are provided printed handouts of election administration rules 

and instructions at the trainings. 

20. I plan to bring the printed handouts I received at the training with me on Election 

Day.  

21. When I attended my election inspector training, I learned that the instructions 

regarding challengers had changed as compared to previous years.  

22. Previously, it was unclear how challengers were supposed to raise issues. The TCF 

Center AVCB designated team leaders as the point of contact for challengers. However, I saw that 

challengers chose not to go to their assigned team leaders and instead interrupted election 

inspectors who were in the middle of counting ballots, which I found to be disruptive. 

23. This year’s instructions said that challengers cannot talk to election inspectors who 

are in the middle of counting ballots and instead must speak to a specific challenger liaison.  

24. I believe this change will significantly improve the process and environment at 

AVCBs and address issues that I observed during the November 2020 election, such as when 

challengers were disruptive and interrupting election inspectors who were busy counting ballots.  

25. I believe that if this instruction and other instructions were changed in the next 

fifteen days, the changes would not be communicated to all election inspectors in time for Election 

Day, given that trainings have already concluded.  

 
SIGNARURE PAGE FOLLOWS 
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Doriscine Wesley       Date 
Detroit/Downriver APRI Member 
 

Subscribed and sworn to (or affirmed) before me on this ______ day of October, 2021. 

 

______________________________________________ 
Notary Public 

 

 

 

My commission expires on _________________________. 

Doriscine Elaine Wesley

Commonwealth of Virgina   County of Loudoun  

The foregoing instrument was
23rd

Electronic Notary Public

7877764

Notarized online using audio-video communication

10/23/2022
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How to Verify This Transaction

Every Notarize transaction is recorded and saved for a minimum 
of five years. Whether you receive an electronic or printed paper 
copy of a Notarize document, you can access details of the 
transaction and verify its authenticity with the information below.

For more information on how to verify Notarize transactions, please visit:

support.notarize.com/notarize-for-signers/verifying-document-authenticity

To get started, visit verify.notarize.com and enter this information:

Notarize ID:

Access PIN:

RKHBQCH2

32N6QN
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THE APPOINTMENT, RIGHTS AND DUTIES OF 

ELECTION CHALLENGERS AND POLL WATCHERS 

 
 
 
 

Michigan Department of State 
Bureau of Elections 

September 2020 
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This publication is designed to familiarize election inspectors, voters, interested organizations, 
and others with the rights and duties of election challengers and poll watchers.  Election 
challengers and poll watchers who follow the guidance provided in this publication can play a 
constructive role in verifying that the election is conducted openly and fairly.  
 
Challenges must not be based on an “impression” that the voter is ineligible due to his 
or her manner of dress; inability to read or write English; the voter’s perceived race, 
ethnic background, physical or mental disability, support for or opposition to a candidate 
or political party; or the voter’s need for assistance with the voting process.  A challenger 
cannot challenge a voter’s right to vote unless the challenger has “good reason to believe” that 
the voter is not eligible to vote in the precinct.   
 
A voter cannot be challenged simply because he or she does not have or is not in possession of 
acceptable picture ID, as long as the voter signs the Affidavit of Voter Not in Possession of 
Picture ID.  However, a voter who is unable to show picture identification can be challenged if a 
challenger has good reason to believe that the person is not qualified to vote in the precinct, 
independent of the voter’s inability to provide acceptable picture ID. 
 
NOTE for November 2020 general election:  Pursuant to Governor Whitmer’s Executive 
Order 2020-153 (and any subsequent orders replacing it), all challengers and poll 
watchers must wear a face covering over their nose and mouth when in a polling 
location.  
 
Abuse of the challenge process can have serious consequences including the 
disenfranchisement of qualified voters, criminal violations, and legal challenges over the election 
results.  The precinct chairperson has the authority to expel challengers who abuse the 
challenge process. 
 
Voters who have questions regarding election challengers or poll watchers must seek 
assistance from election inspectors or the city or township clerk.  Election inspectors should 
direct any inquiries regarding this publication to their clerk.   
 
Challengers and poll watchers requiring additional information should direct their inquiries to 
their sponsoring organization and/or legal counsel. 
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Introduction 
 
Each election is an open and transparent process that may be observed by any interested 
person.  Election challengers may be appointed by political parties and qualified interest groups 
to observe the election process.  A person who wishes to observe but is not a qualified election 
challenger is commonly called a poll watcher.  There are a number of important distinctions 
between challengers and poll watchers: 
 

ELECTION CHALLENGERS AND POLL WATCHERS: 
SUMMARY OF RIGHTS AND DUTIES 

 Challengers Poll Watchers 

Must carry credentials issued by appointing authority. Yes No 

Must be registered to vote in Michigan. Yes No 

Has the right to challenge a person’s eligibility to 
vote. Yes No 

Has the right to challenge the actions of election 
inspectors. Yes No 

May stand or sit behind processing table. Yes No – must remain in public area. 

Must wear a face covering over their nose and mouth 
at all times while inside. Yes Yes 

Has the right to look at the Pollbook and other 
election materials. Yes 

Yes – but only as permitted by 
precinct chairperson and when 

voting process will not be delayed. 

May touch or handle the Pollbook and other election 
materials. No No 

May use a video camera or recording device, or the 
camera or recording features of a smart phone or 
tablet in polling place or clerk’s office. 

No No 

May otherwise use a smart phone, tablet, laptop, or 
other electronic device in polling place or clerk’s 
office. 

Yes – if not 
disruptive. Yes – if not disruptive. 

May use a smart phone, tablet, laptop, camera or 
other electronic device in absent voter counting 
board. 

No No 

May wear clothing, button, arm band, vest, etc. that 
identifies organization he or she represents. No No 

May place tables in the polls. No No 

Has the right to approach and question voters. No No 

Can offer assistance to voters. No No 
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May remain in the polling place after the close of 
polls until the election inspectors complete their 
work. 

Yes Yes 

May obtain the vote results generated in the precinct 
after the polls close. Yes Yes 

 
ELECTION CHALLENGERS 
 
Challenger Eligibility 
 
All election challengers must be registered to vote in Michigan.  Additionally, a challenger must 
not serve as an election inspector in the election, and must not be a candidate for any elective 
office in the election (except that during the August even-year election, a candidate for precinct 
delegate may serve as a challenger in a precinct where he or she is not a candidate.) 
 
Appointment of Challengers 
 
Election challengers may be appointed by: 
 

• A political party that is eligible to appear on the ballot in Michigan. 
• An organized group of citizens interested in the passage or defeat of a ballot proposal 

being voted on at the election. 
• An organized group interested in preserving the purity of elections and guarding against 

the abuse of the elective franchise.  
• An incorporated organization. 

 
Note that candidates, candidate committees, or any other types of organizations expressly 
formed to support or oppose candidates are not authorized to appoint challengers.  
 
Political parties may appoint election challengers to serve at partisan and nonpartisan elections, 
and the appointments may be made at any time through the date of the election.  A political 
party is not required to follow the application process described below in order to appoint 
election challengers. 
 
However, other sponsoring organizations must successfully complete the appointment 
authorization application process to appoint challengers.  An incorporated organization, a group 
interested in the adoption or defeat of a proposal on the ballot, or a group interested in 
preserving the purity of elections and in guarding against the abuse of the elective franchise 
must file the following with the clerk of the county, city or township where the election will be 
held, between the 20th and 30th day prior to Election Day:  
 

• A written statement indicating the organization’s or group’s intention to appoint election 
challengers and the reason why the right to make the appointments is claimed.  The 
statement must be signed under oath (notarized) by the chief presiding officer, secretary 
or any other officer of the group or organization; and 
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• A copy of the challenger identification card which will be carried by the group’s or 
organization’s appointed challengers.  The identification card must have entry spaces for 
the challenger’s name, the group’s or organization’s name, the precinct or precincts in 
which the challenger is authorized to serve, and the signature of a recognized officer of 
the group or organization. 

 
The county, city or township clerk receiving a challenger appointment authorization application 
must approve or deny the request and notify the group or organization of the decision within two 
business days.  If the application is approved, the clerk must notify all precincts in the 
jurisdiction of the groups and organizations that have gained the right to appoint challengers at 
the election before the opening of the polls. 
 
The clerk may deny a challenger appointment authorization application if the group or 
organization fails to demonstrate that it is qualified to appoint challengers, or the application is 
not timely filed.  If the application is denied, the group or organization may appeal the decision 
to the Secretary of State within two business days after receipt of the denial.  Upon the receipt 
of an appeal, the Secretary of State must render a decision and notify the organization or group 
of the decision within two business days.  Notice of the decision is also forwarded to the clerk 
who issued the application denial. 
 
Challenger Identification Cards 
 
A challenger must have in his or her possession a challenger identification card issued by the 
political party, organization or group he or she represents.   
 
When entering the precinct, the challenger must show the card to the chairperson of the 
precinct board.   
 
It is recommended that a challenger also wear a badge with the words “ELECTION 
CHALLENGER,” but the badge cannot refer to the challenger’s political party or organization. 
 
Challenger Conduct Standards 
 
Challengers must conduct themselves in an orderly manner at all times.  A challenger can be 
expelled from the precinct for unnecessarily obstructing or delaying the work of the election 
inspectors; touching ballots, election materials or voting equipment; campaigning; or acting in a 
disorderly manner.   
 
NOTE: If a challenger violates these standards of conduct, an election inspector will ask them to 
leave. If they refuse to leave, an election inspector will call law enforcement.  
 

• A challenger is prohibited from threatening or intimidating voters entering the polling 
place, applying to vote, entering a voting station, voting, or leaving the polling place. 
 

• A challenger must have challenger credentials and have in his or her possession a 
challenger identification card issued by the political party, organization, or group that he 
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or she represents. If someone shows up without challenger credentials, then they are a 
poll watcher. See “POLLWATCHERS” section below. If they do not comply with the 
requirements of a poll watcher, they will be asked to leave. If they do not, law 
enforcement will be called.  

 
• Challenges must not be made indiscriminately or without good cause. 

 
• Challengers cannot campaign, distribute literature wear campaign apparel or display any 

campaign material in the polls or within 100 feet of any doorway used by voters to enter 
the building where the polling place is located. 
 

• A challenger is prohibited from wearing a button, armband, vest, shirt, hat or similar item 
which identifies the organization he or she represents. 
 

• Challengers are not authorized to approach voters or talk directly to voters for any 
reason.   
 

• Challengers are prohibited from wearing, displaying, or saying anything that suggests or 
implies they are available to assist voters in any way or answer questions that voters 
may have. 
 

• Challengers are not authorized to place tables in the polls. 
 

• Challengers may stand behind the processing table, but must give precinct workers 
ample space to perform their duties and must not hinder or impede voters.  
 

• Challengers are prohibited from using video cameras or recording devices in the polling 
place, including the camera or recording features of a smart phone or tablet.  
 

• Challengers are prohibited from using phones, laptops, tablets or other electronic 
devices in an absent voter counting board. 

 
In the polling place.  Note that a challenger may be appointed to serve in more than one 
precinct.  Up to two challengers appointed by the same political party or sponsoring organization 
may simultaneously serve in the same precinct.  If two challengers are representing a political 
party or an organization in the precinct, only one of the challengers is authorized to challenge at 
any given time.  The challengers may alternate who possesses the authority to challenge, but 
must advise the precinct board each time the authority is transferred. 
 
In the absent voter counting board.  Only one challenger per political party or sponsoring 
organization may serve in an absent voter counting board.  Note that all electronic devices, 
including phones, laptops, tablets, cannot be used in an absent voter counting board.  
Additionally, any challenger who serves in an absent voter counting board is required to remain 
in the room where the absent voter counting board is working until polls close at 8:00 p.m., and 
must take and sign the following oath:  
 

“I (name) do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I shall not communicate in any way information  
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relative to the processing or tallying of voters that may come to me while in this counting place  
until after the polls are closed.” 

 
Rights of Challengers   
 
Election challengers have the right to:  
 
• Observe the election process in voting precincts and absent voter counting boards at a 

reasonable distance, allowing precinct workers sufficient room to perform their duties.   
 

• Challenge a person’s right to vote if the challenger has good reason to believe that the 
person is not eligible to vote in the precinct. 
 

• Challenge the actions of the election inspectors if the challenger believes that election laws 
are not being followed. 
 

• Examine the voting equipment before the polls open and after the polls close. 
 

• Observe the processing of voters, but in a manner that does not hinder or impede voters. 
 

• Observe each person offering to vote.  (Challengers must respect the voter’s right to a 
secret ballot and cannot monitor voters marking their ballots.) 
 

• Inspect the Applications to Vote, Pollbook, registration list and any other materials used to 
process voters at the polling place.  (When exercising this right, challengers cannot touch 
any of these materials.)   

 
• Take notes on the persons offering to vote, the election procedures being carried out, and 

the actions of the precinct board.  (Notes may be kept or recorded on a smart phone or 
tablet, but challengers are prohibited from using the camera or recording features of any 
electronic device in the polling place.) 
 

• Notify the precinct board of any improper handling of a ballot by a voter or an election 
inspector; that the 100-foot campaign restriction is being violated; or that any other election 
law or procedure is being violated. 
 

• Remain in the precinct until precinct inspectors complete their work. 
 
The precinct board must provide space for challengers to enable them to observe all election 
procedures.  Challengers may position themselves behind the election inspectors’ table but 
must give election inspectors sufficient space to work.   
 
Those present in the polls (including election inspectors and voters) are prohibited from 
threatening or intimidating any challengers present in the polling place.   
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Types of Challenges  
 
Against a practice or procedure.  In addition, challengers may challenge the actions of 
election inspectors if the challenger believes that election laws are not being followed. 
 
Against a voter.  A challenger cannot challenge a voter’s right to vote unless the challenger 
has good reason to believe that the voter is not eligible to vote in the precinct.  Challenges must 
not be based on an “impression” that the voter may be ineligible due to his or her manner of 
dress; inability to read or write English; the voter’s perceived race, ethnic background, physical 
or mental disability, or support for or opposition to a candidate or political party; or the voter’s 
need for assistance with the voting process.   
 
A voter cannot be challenged simply because he or she does not have or is not in possession of 
acceptable picture ID, as long as the voter signs the Affidavit of Voter Not in Possession of 
Picture ID.  However, a voter who is unable to show picture identification can be challenged if a 
challenger has good reason to believe that the person is not qualified to vote in the precinct, 
independent of the voter’s inability to provide acceptable picture ID. 
 
Every effort must be made to ensure that challenge procedures are properly carried out.  Abuse 
of the challenge process can have serious consequences including the disenfranchisement of 
qualified voters, criminal violations, and legal challenges over the election results.  The precinct 
chairperson has the authority to expel challengers who abuse the challenge process. 
 
There are six types of challenges that may be made on Election Day:  unqualified voter, 
absentee voter in the polls, precinct board’s failure to issue a challenged ballot when required, 
challenge against an absent voter ballot, precinct board’s failure to comply with election laws, or 
precinct board’s administration of the voter identification requirement. 
 
Unqualified Voter/Voter Lacks Qualifications to Vote.  A challenger has the right to 
challenge a voter if the challenger has good reason to believe that a person who offers to vote: 
1) is not a resident of the city or township, 2) is under 18 years of age, 3) is not a United States 
citizen, or 4) is not registered to vote in the precinct.  Generally, these challenges are based on 
research conducted before Election Day by the challenger or organization he or she represents.  
In other cases, the voter may make a statement regarding his or her age, residency, registration 
or citizenship status when offering to vote that gives the challenger good reason to believe that 
the voter is not qualified to vote in the precinct. 
 
Challenges must be directed to the precinct chairperson before the voter is issued a ballot.  
After the challenge is made, the chairperson (or an election inspector designated by the 
chairperson as responsible for supervising the challenge) must ensure it is conducted promptly 
and courteously.  If there are other voters waiting in line, the challenged voter can be taken 
aside for questioning to avoid processing delays.  The challenge proceeds as follows: 
 
1. After the challenge is made, the precinct chairperson or designated election inspector 

administers the following oath to the voter:   
 

“I swear (or affirm) that I will truthfully answer all questions put to me concerning  
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my qualifications as a voter.” 
 

2. After the voter takes the oath, the precinct chairperson or designated election inspector 
questions the voter, confining the inquiry to the person’s qualifications to vote (age, 
residency, citizenship or registration status). 
 

3. If the answers given under oath prove that the challenged voter is qualified to vote in the 
precinct, he or she is allowed to vote a specially prepared challenged ballot.  After voting, 
the voter deposits the ballot in the tabulator under the regular procedure. Challenged 
ballots are not placed in provisional ballot envelopes unless the voter is required to 
vote a provisional envelope ballot for some other reason. However, a challenged voter 
cannot vote if he or she refuses to take the oath, refuses to answer appropriate questions 
under oath, or is found to be not qualified to vote through the answers given under oath. 
 

4. A complete record of the challenge must be entered on the Challenged Voters page in the 
Pollbook.  The record must include the name, address and telephone number of the person 
making the challenge; the reason for the challenge; the time of the challenge; the name, 
address and telephone number of the person challenged; and any other pertinent 
information. 

 
Absentee Voter at Polls.  A challenger has the right to challenge any voter issued an absentee 
ballot who appears at the polls to vote on Election Day claiming that he or she never received 
the absent voter ballot, or that the absent voter ballot was lost or destroyed.   
 
If this type of challenge is made, instruct the voter to either:  1) Surrender the absent voter 
ballot, or 2) Complete the Affidavit of Lost or Destroyed Absent Voter Ballot; an election 
inspector must contact the clerk to verify that the absent voter ballot was not returned.  Allow the 
voter to vote a specially prepared challenged ballot and enter a complete record of the 
challenge on the Challenged Voters page in the Pollbook.  It is not necessary to question the 
voter under oath.   
 
Precinct Board’s Failure to Issue a Challenged Ballot When Required:  Under the 
circumstances described below, precinct inspectors must automatically issue a challenged 
ballot: 
 
1. A voter who refuses to enter the day and month of birth or enters an incorrect birthdate on 

the Application to Vote form is required to vote a challenged ballot. 
 

2. All provisional ballots must be prepared as challenged ballots. 
 

3. If absent voter ballots are processed in the precinct, an absent voter ballot must be prepared 
as a challenged ballot if the ballot stub is missing or the ballot number does not match the 
number recorded. 

 
4. A person who registers to vote in the 14 days immediately preceding Election Day without 

providing a driver’s license or state-issued personal identification card is required to vote a 
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challenged ballot.  (The precinct list or voter registration receipt will indicate whether a 
challenged ballot is required.) 

 
If a challenger has reason to believe that the precinct board is not issuing a challenged ballot 
when required, he or she must direct the challenge to the precinct chairperson.  If the 
chairperson rejects the challenge, the challenger may contact the clerk to resolve the matter.  
The election inspectors must enter a complete record of the challenge on the Challenged Voters 
page in the Pollbook. 
 
Challenge Against an Absent Voter Ballot.  If an absent voter ballot is challenged, prepare 
the ballot as a challenged ballot and make a notation on the Challenged Voters page in the 
Pollbook.  Proceed with routine processing and tabulation of the ballot.  
 
Precinct Board’s Failure to Comply with Election Laws.  If a challenger has reason to 
believe that the precinct board is not following applicable election laws, the actions of the 
precinct board may be challenged by consulting with the precinct chairperson.  If the 
chairperson rejects the challenge, the challenger may contact the clerk to resolve the matter.  
The election inspectors must enter a complete record of the challenge in the Pollbook. 
 
Precinct Board’s Administration of the Voter Identification Requirement.  Every voter who 
attends the polls must show acceptable picture ID or sign an Affidavit of Voter Not in 
Possession of Picture ID.  A challenge may be made if an election inspector attempts to issue a 
ballot to a voter who has not shown acceptable picture ID nor signed an Affidavit of Voter Not in 
Possession of Picture ID.  A challenge may also be made if the challenger has good reason to 
believe that a person is not qualified to vote in the precinct (i.e., if a voter provides acceptable 
picture ID with an address that is different than the address in the Pollbook). 
 
A voter cannot be challenged simply because he or she does not have or is not in possession of 
acceptable picture ID, as long as the voter signs the Affidavit of Voter Not in Possession of 
Picture ID.  However, a voter who is unable to show picture identification can be challenged if a 
challenger has good reason to believe that the person is not qualified to vote in the precinct, 
independent of the voter’s inability to provide acceptable picture ID. 
 
Penalties  
 
Michigan election law provides penalties in the event of the following: 
 

• A person submits a challenger appointment authorization application on behalf of a 
group or organization that is not authorized to appoint challengers. 
 

• A clerk knowingly fails to perform the duties related to the challenger appointment 
process. 

 
• A person challenges a qualified elector for the purpose of annoying or delaying the voter. 

 
• A challenged elector gives false information regarding his or her qualifications to vote. 
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• An election official or precinct board prevents a challenger from being present in the 

polls or refuses to provide a challenger with any conveniences needed for the 
performance of his or her duties.  
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POLL WATCHERS 
 
A person who wishes to observe the election process but who is not a qualified election 
challenger is commonly called a poll watcher.  Poll watchers must conduct themselves in an 
orderly manner at all times.  A poll watcher can be expelled from the precinct for acting 
in a disorderly manner, including by campaigning; threatening or intimidating voters or 
election inspectors; touching any election equipment; or disrupting the administration of 
the election.  
 
NOTE: If a poll watcher violates these standards of conduct, an election inspector will ask them 
to leave. If they refuse to leave, an election inspector will call law enforcement.  
 
Poll watchers: 
 

• Are not required to be registered to vote in Michigan. 
 

• Are subject to the same conduct standards as challengers. 
 

• Cannot be candidates for an elective office to be voted on at the election. 
 

• Are not authorized to challenge a person’s right to vote or the actions of the precinct 
board. 
 

• Are not permitted to position themselves or sit behind the election inspectors’ processing 
table.   
 

• Must sit or stand in the “public area” of the polling place where they will not interfere with 
the voting process. 
 

• Are not authorized to approach or talk to voters for any reason. 
 

• Are allowed to view the Pollbook at the discretion of the precinct board chairperson.   
 

Poll watchers who wish to be present in an absent voter counting board must remain in the 
room in which the absent voter counting board is working until close of the polls at 8:00 p.m., 
and are required to take and sign the following oath:  
 

“I (name) do solemnly swear (or affirm) that I shall not communicate in any way information  
relative to the processing or tallying of voters that may come to me while in this counting place  

until after the polls are closed.” 
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